“Dispositions: Getting What You Really Want”

Panelists: Justice Martin Tangeman, 2DCA, Division 6
Katy Graham, Senior Appellate Court Attorney, 2DCA, Division 6

The Program

Section Chair Sarvenaz Bahar announced the details of the section holiday party and introduced the panelists.

During the program, Justice Tangeman and Ms. Graham provided an introduction to the concept of appellate dispositions, including how to request particular dispositions, statistics regarding the frequency of different dispositions, and the various dispositions possible. The panelists then covered in depth various types of dispositions in civil and criminal appeals, including: affirmance and affirmance with directions; reversal, including reversal with directions and with limited remand and partial reversal; modification, including with remand; dismissal; and hybrid dispositions such as conditional affirmances and reversals.

The written program materials consisted of a printed PowerPoint including relevant quotations and case citations pertaining to the topics covered.

During the final ten minutes, the panelists answered questions from attendees.
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